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Bulgaria, 24 April and 03 – 06 May 2017
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Greece, 25 – 03 May

Day 1

th

Monday 24 April

Bulgaria – outbound from Sofia; en route to Kerkini Lake via Struma Valley; Kresna Gorge.
Weather: sunny with scattered clouds; still and warm (20ºC).
Once the main group arrives, we continue our journey south along the Struma River valley. After a short stop
for a light lunch we continue south. Driven by the wonderful weather, we stop to crawl in the Kresna Gorge.
Among the common species, such as Swallowtail, Large Tortoseshell, Orange Tip, Peacock and Comma, here
we found also Eastern Baton Blue (Pic. 2), Green-underside Blue. As time goes on, we continue our road south
along the Struma River valley to the hotel, picturesquely situated on the shores of Kerkini Lake. The fastest
crossing of the border follows, shifting to a glimpse of unopened passports, and exchanging two sentences:
"Are they all English?" -Yes. "Continue then!"... After having enjoyed homemade food, a glass or two of wine,
we retire for the deserved rest.

Day 2

th

Tuesday 25 April

Greece – Kerkini Lake & surroundings.
Weather: sunny with PM clouds; still and warm (15ºC÷20ºC).
After breakfast, we spent some time with the bird's richness of Kerkini - Pelicans, White Egrets, dancing Great
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Crested Grebes, Cormorants, Spoonbills, Glossy Ibises and a number of other waders. We continue by turning
our attention to our main goal - the butterflies that are beginning to become more active. Our main target here
is Large Copper, but before we get it, our attention is drawn to basking Idas Blue. Not long after, we find the
first of many male Large Coppers (Pic. 3), who are extremely cooperative and posing with wings fully open
and closed, so everyone can make the desired photos. We are heading to the foothills of Belasitsa mountain,
where our attention is attracted by the masses Nettle Tree Butterfly caterpillars that have completely defoliated
all the Nettle Trees around. We observed their different color variations and behavior characteristics. We also
encounter a number of adult Nettle Tree Butterflies (Pic. 4) and even more numerous Green Hairstreaks, which
were nectaring on Chamomiles. We had lunch under the shade of a beautiful garden, sounded by bird songs.
Later, we turned our attention to the western shore of the lake, where the Southern Festoons foodplant richly
grown, and soon we saw the first of them... Besides, here we add Brimstone, Southern Small White (Pic. 5),
Scarce Swallowtail, Eastern Bath White and others, more common species. Another interesting observation
was a quite large Wild Cat crossing the road! We end the day with a completely different habitat - dry, sandy
slopes covered with maquis. During our walk here we saw Osiris Blue, Eastern Wood White, Oberthur's
Grizzled Skipper, and finally we were very pleased heading to the hotel.

Day 3

th

Wednesday 26 April

Kerkini Lake; Mount Skopos; Siatista.
Weather: sunny and still; warm (20ºC÷28ºC).
After breakfast, again we spent some time around the Kerkini Lake to examine shores and Belasitsa's mountain
slopes and our efforts were rewarded - we found Scarce Swallowtail, Large Tortoiseshell, Knapweed Fritillary,
Red Admiral, Holly Blue. We took to the next base – Siatista, but before that we looked the slope near the
shore, where grows the foodplant of Iolas Blue - Bladder Senna (Colutea arborescens), but alas,
unsuccessfully... On the highway the temperature reached 28ºC, but we refreshed and took our lunch at a nice
roadside restaurant. In the early afternoon we stopped to look at the footslopes of Skopos mountain. Here we
found our first Gruner's Orange Tip, Berger's Clouded Yellow, Powdered Brimstone (Pic. 6), Adonis Blue,
Eastern Baton Blue, Dingy Skipper. Near the rocks we observed several Chequered Blues, Mountain Small
White and at least five Dalmatian Ringlets! Not far from the hotel we explored a small valley, where we saw
many Little Tiger Blues (Pic. 7) and Turquoise Blue. There were also several Skippers, including Yellowbanded Skipper, Oriental Marbled Skipper, Orbed Red Underwing (Hungarian) Skipper. At the end we headed
for the hotel, where we refreshed with a beer in hand.

Day 4

th

Thursday 27 April

Mount Sinyak.
Weather: sunny and still; warm (20ºC÷28ºC).
Today we first turned our attention to sheltered valley where at every step we found astonishing surprises Blue Argus (Pic. 8) or Dalmatian Ringlet (Pic. 9) carried in the air. Several pairs of extremely similar species
gave us an excellent opportunity to compare them: Brimstone & Powdered Brimstone, Wood White & Eastern
Wood White, Small Blue & Osiris Blue, Common Blue & Chapman's Blue. We found also Bavius Blue (Pic.
10) -extremely local species found in Europe only in the Balkans, and along with it another rarity - Eastern
Greenish Black-tip. Around us is full of life and in hour and a half we passed only 250 meters! Time progressed
imperceptibly, and while we made our picnic lunch under the shade of the bus, the temperature was raised,
probably to prepare us for the next few days, when it reached unimaginable for late April 32ºC! In the near dry
river valley first we faced with Bavius Blue, and on the snow-white sands sucked salts at least 6 species of
Blues: Bavius, Osiris, Eastern Baton, Green-underside, Common, Mazarine Blue. On a wolf excrement feasting
a wide range of Blues, but also Eastern Knapweed Fritillary, and Mountain Small White flew around the scarp
of the road. In a nearby situated slightly wooded valley we found Gruner's Orange Tip, Eastern Baton Blue,
Chequered Blue, Mallow Skipper. On the flowers perched Queen of Spain and Glanville Fritillaries and

between the bushes above a scree flying Southern Festoon. At the end of the day we decided unanimously that
beer will affect us very well and we take to the hotel. We met some difficulties with the languages – in greek
from our side and in English – from the owner, but finally we obtained the beer.

Day 5

th

Friday 28 April

Mount Sinyak.
Weather: sunny and still; hot (26ºC÷32ºC).
After breakfast we decided to take another look around Siatista, with the hope of seeing the eluding until that
moment Inky Skipper and we paid off - I come across some hilltopping specimens, and briefly the others are
joining to me. Several specimens patrolling on the stones (Pic. 11). Finally, Ken's long-standing dream to see
and take picture of Inky Skipper came true (about twenty years he chasing this dream)! The same hilltoping
behavior we observed in the Eastern Greenish Black-tip (Pic. 12). Among the Christ's Thorn bushes around
flying many Dalmatian Ringlets and Lesser Spotted Fritillary, while on the stones basking Large Wall Browns.
Then we visited a beautiful flowering meadow among Greek juniper trees. Among them we hoped to find the
smallest European butterfly - Grass Jewel, which unfortunately didn’t happen, but we found Scarce
Swallowtail, Eastern Bath White, Bavius Blue, Adonis Blue, Olive Skipper. We enjoyed a picnic lunch in the
shade of a lonely huge tree, surrounded by mudpuddling Blues, Skippers and well-behaved shepherd dog, who
ultimately shared the remnants of our plates. The temperature rised significantly and we decided to go back in
the hotel surroundings, which is also very productive. There were numerous of Little Tiger Blues and all
managed to shoot them from different angles. Among others, it is worth to mention Dalmatian Ringlet and
several Skippers: Yellow-banded Skipper, Oriental Marbled Skipper and Oberthur's Grizzled Skipper. In the
evening, we exchanging a few words with two Germans and a Danish, whose target are moths.

Day 6

th

Saturday 29 April

Siatista; Mount Grammos; Monodendri.
Weather: heavy cloud with light rain and occasional sunshine, cool (15ºC).
After breakfast we heading off to the next base in North Pindos. We were among virgin nature on a wide road
through the mountains and after about an hour we stopped in the folds of Grammos Mt, where the weather
conditions were not good and we took a short walk, during which we found only Small Heath. After a few
stops to admire the splendid views, we made a picnic in a pleasant gazebo under the crowns of centuries-old
Plane trees. We admired the majesty of Aoos Gorge near Konitsa, with typical arched bridges and snow-capped
peaks and roadside flying or even posing Scarce Swallowtail, Orange Tips, Speckled Wood, Lattice Brown,
Holly Blue, Peacock. We headed to Voidomatis Gorge, where in a flowering meadows we found Balkan Greenveined White, Olive Skipper, Hungarian Skipper, Yellow-banded Skipper (Pic. 13), Green Hairstreak. Finally,
we headed to the hotel located in the picturesque village Monodendri, while a light rain followed us along the
way.

Day 7

th

Sunday 30 April

Mount Nemertsika.
Weather: cloudy with sunny periods, still; warm (~25ºC).
The atmosphere of secluded and beautiful mountain valley was like from a tale - just magic! Our walk started
among the flowering tufts and quickly we understood that we will have a really successful day – we saw the
first Grecian Coppers (Pic. 14) and Sooty Coppers, followed by Berger's Clouded Yellow and Brimstone. We
payed attention to Southern Small White and Mountain Small White. We found together Several male Orange
Tips flited, and on a foodplant we found extremely cooperative egg-laying female too. We found ourselves in

a place, where we saw several Marsh Fritillaries (Pic. 15) posing on the surrounding flowers and rarely flying
down on the road. Also, numerous of Turquoise Blues, Eastern Dappled White and we noticed a single Large
Tortoiseshell. After a leisurely lunch we headed to a river valley. On the way I spotted a Camberwell Beauty
(Pic. 16) on the road, which became our next attraction. It was a quite tatty, but still impressive, overwintered
specimen, which allowed us to approach and after making several circles above our heads, returned to the same
place on the road or a little bit higher. We stopped briefly at the cultural attraction Moni Molivdoskepastos
Monastery, situated only a hundred yards from the border with Albania. In the late afternoon we also visited
the riparian forest and meadows near the Aoos River, where the walk met us with Painted Lady, Speckled
Wood, Large Wall Brown and Glanville Fritillary. The main attraction here was female Lesser Fiery Copper
(Pic. 17), posing nicely on a flower, together with some Silver-studded Blues and males Grecian Coppers.
During our walk we found also Southern White Admiral, Nettle-Tree Butterfly, Dingy and Mallow Skippers.
It was аbout time to retire to the comfort of the hotel and enjoy the dinner.

Day 8

st

Monday 01 May

Mount Timfy.
Weather: sunny with late PM clouds, still; warm (up to 24ºC).
Our day is dedicated to the recorded in Guinness Book of Records as the deepest gorge in the world Vikos
Gorge and its surroundings. The exceptional natural creation grabs with its 12 km length, 1100 m wide and
900 m depth. Among the majestic cliffs we noticed Swallowtail and Scarce Swallowtail. Besides them busy
flew Painted Lady, and pretty favorable were Chequered Blues and Adonis Blues. After the picnic lunch we
spent some time with the breathtaking views of the canyon. Here we did a group photo for memory (Pic. 1).
We stopped briefly to admire Balkan endemics Blue-throated Keeled Lizard or Dalmatian Algyroides and a
typical Tertiary relict Ramonda serbica (Pic. 18). Here came true the dream of many of the participants in the
tour for nice pictures of Southern Festoon, which we saw at least fifteen specimens! Quite a few Gruner's
Orange Tips (Pic. 19) flying around, together with Green-underside Blue, Mazarine Blue and over our heads Southern White Admiral and Red Admiral. In a small pond we found Grecian Smooth Newt (Lissotriton
vulgaris graecus) intended in pre-mating games. Among the pile of stones we saw the only one for the tour
Weaver's Fritillary. In the meadows around flowered several species of orchids and wild tulips.

Day 9

nd

Tuesday 02 May

Tempi Valley; Litochoro.
Weather: sunny, still and very hot (32ºC).
Accompanied by the beautiful weather, we headed to the home of the ancient Greek gods, we had a short break
on the way and we took our lunch at a nice roadside restaurant, bypassed the medieval Latin castle Platamonas
and reached the goal for the day - Tempi Valley. On the roadside bushes flew Southern White Admirals,
Brimstones and Eastern Dappled Whites and it is the only place where we saw Meadow Brown. The first
Southern Swallowtail flew alongside with Swallowtail and Scarce Swallowtail, giving us a good opportunity
to compare them. After some stalking, chasing and demonstrating extreme sport skills we were able to capture
the "pearl" of the day - Southern Swallowtail (Pic. 20), which is relatively common here. While we ‘exteming’,
Marjorie just waiting at a flat place, when a female Southern Swallowtail came and egg-laying just in front of
her! What a luck! Quite numerous were the Krueper's Small White (Pic. 21), and on the flowers - male
Cleopatra (Pic. 22). From the Blues we saw Chapman's Blue, Green-underside Blue, Eastern Baton Blue, as
well as ubiquitous Brown Argus and Common Blue. We took some more photos, but it was time to drive to
Litochoro and the hotel. After that we had a wonderful dinner at a restaurant on the main square, immersed in
the atmosphere of the Greek towns.

Day 10

rd

Wednesday 03 May

Mount Olympos.
Weather: sunny and still; warm (28ºC).
We spent almost the entire day at the foot of Mount Olympus, starting with a pleasant walk in the Enipeas
Gorge, where we saw Chequered Blue, Balkan Green-veined White, Glanville Fritillary, Orange Tip. Here we
found many caterpillars of the invasive alien species Box tree moth, which became a serious pest all around
Balkan Peninsula. We stopped at a pastoral meadow with blooming Thyme, Mint and Wild Marjoram, where
we found Adonis Blue, Eastern Baton Blue and near the rocks – numbers of Chequered Blue (Pic. 23). We
took our lunch at roadside restaurant and in the late afternoon we headed to Bulgaria. On the highway we made
our way through traffic and after a brief discussion with the border authorities whether we drive car or bus,
quickly and easily passed the border. A little later we stopped trying to find the first Eastern Festoon, but
unsuccessfully today. Here we saw Southern Festoon (Pic. 24) and our first Black-veined White. To the list for
the day we added also Eastern Knapweed Fritillary (Pic. 25), Queen of Spain Fritillary, Green-underside Blue,
Mallow Skipper and not long after we retired to the hotel located near the Struma River.

Day 11

th

Thursday 04 May

Bulgaria – South Struma Valley & Kresna Gorge.
Weather: sunny & windy; hot (32ºC).
Today seems will have a wonderful day – only scattered clouds in the sky and not too hot! In our first stop we
enjoyed the numerous of Black-veined Whites, Green Hairstreaks, Glanville Fritillaries and Queen of Spain
Fritillaries, together with some mating pairs. Several Iolas Blues (Pic. 26) posing nicely on the flowers and
leaves of Bladder Senna, on the surrounding bushes in large numbers were Southern White Admiral, Greenunderside Blue and Yellow-banded Skipper. On the grasses around patroled Small Coppers and Mallow
Skipper, and at the end of the walk we found Eastern Knapweed Fritillary too. We enjoyed a pleasant lunch in
the shade of centuries old Oriental Plane trees over the foaming Struma River, combined with some beer, and
then we headed for our next goal. Eastern Festoon (Pic. 27) was finally found, together with several NettleTree Butterflies and numerous larvae. Near the cliffs with by it’s typical flight we recognised Krueper's Small
White and nearby gliding first for the tour Common Glider. In the late afternoon, just before we retire to the
hotel, we found Sooty Copper (Pic. 28), and in the forest shade – Comma and Speckled Wood.

Day 12

th

Friday 05 May

South Struma Valley.
Weather: sunny, scattered clouds; hot (32ºC).
Another wonderful day expecting us - quiet, scattered clouds in the sky and not too hot! In our first stop we
enjoyed Eastern Bath Whites, Orange Tips and numerous Black-veined Whites, together with Green-veined
White and Clouded Yellow. We spent time to watch the concentrated movement of Sacred Scarab Beetles,
rolling their dung balls. Our next stop proved to be more productive and here we had excellent views of Eastern
Festoon and Silver-washed Fritillary. Udoubtly the prize here was a very cooperative Cardinal (Pic. 29), landed
just in front of our cameras! Other additions to our growing list were Zephyr Blue (Pic. 30) and Small
Tortoiseshell. Then we had lunch in a nice roadside restaurant and in the late afternoon headed to our last goal
for the trip. Here we observed together the relatively similar Eastern Bath White and Eastern Dappled White
and the first for the tour Amanda's Blue (Pic. 31). The time has flown imperceptibly, the day came to an end
and we enjoyed a farewell dinner with a pleasant breeze.

Day 13

th

Saturday 06 May

Transfer to Sofia Airport.

We took the road to Sofia, but unfortunately we had no time to stop again, so we headed to the airport to meet
again in the forthcoming years.
The final balance is 86 species of butterflies, over 15 species of reptiles and amphibians, many orchids
and visited some of the most beautiful places in the Balkans.

Pic.1. The group at Vikos Gorge. Left to right: Mario, Ken, Keith, Jean, Geoff, Marjorie, Dudley, David; in
front Eileen

Pic.2. Eastern Baton Blue (Scolitantides vicrama)

Pic.3. Large Copper (Lycaena dispar)

Pic.4. Nettle Tree Butterfly (Libythea celtis)

Pic.5. Southern Small White (Pieris mannii)

Pic.6. Powdered Brimstone (Gonepteryx farinosa)

Pic.7. Little Tiger Blue (Tarucus balkanicus)

Pic.8. Blue Argus (Aricia anteros)

Pic.9. Dalmatian Ringlet (Proterebia afra)

Pic.10. Bavius Blue (Pseudophilotes bavius)

Pic.11. Inky Skipper (Erynnis marloyi)

Pic.12. Eastern Greenish Black-tip (Euchloe penia)

Pic.13. Yellow-banded Skipper (Pyrgus sidae)

Pic.14. Grecian Copper (Lycaena ottomana)

Pic.15. Marsh Fritillary (Euphydryas aurinia)

Pic.16. Camberwell Beauty (Nymphalis antiopa)

Pic.17. Lesser Fiery Copper (Lycaena thersamon)

Pic.18. Ramonda (Ramonda serbica)

Pic.19. Gruner's Orange Tip (Anthocharis gruneri)

Pic.20. Southern Swallowtail (Papilio alexanor)

Pic.21. Krueper's Small White (Pieris krueperi)

Pic.22. Cleopatra (Gonepteryx cleopatra)

Pic.23. Chequered Blue (Scolitantides orion)

Pic.24. Southern Festoon (Zerynthia polyxena)

Pic.25. Eastern Knapweed Fritillary (Melitaea ornata)

Pic.26. Iolas Blue (Iolana iolas)

Pic.27. Eastern Festoon (Zerynthia cerisyi)

Pic.28. Sooty Copper (Lycaena tityrus)

Pic.29. Cardinal (Argynnis pandora)

Pic.30. Zephyr Blue (Plebejus sephirus)

Pic.31. Amanda's Blue (Polyommatus amandus)

